CASE STUDY

Analyzing the emerging smart living
market in Europe for investment
strategy-making
The Client is an insurance holding company headquartered in Europe.

The Challenge:
The Client came to PreScouter to assess smart living market attractiveness and growth trends
in several European countries, with the goal of making informed investment decisions in the
space.

Methodology:
PreScouter recruited a multidisciplinary research team composed of PhD candidates, PhDs,
postdoctoral fellows, and engineers from PreScouter’s global network of Advanced Degree
Researchers (ADRs).
To assess the market, PreScouter deployed the following methodology:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conducted a search for available reports and data sources
Collected demographic data in the countries of interest to the Client
Conducted a search for leading players in the smart-living market
Analyzed the data that was collected and formed recommendations
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Methodology (cont):
When searching for the available reports, PreScouter focused on analyzing the market size by
collecting data such as the number of smart homes constructed, the number and sizes of
communities composed of smart homes, and other metrics using various databases.
For the demographic data, PreScouter focused on analyzing the concentration of potential end
users (both elderly people and millennials) and the growth rate. For the leading players,
PreScouter extended the original list provided by the Client to include mid-small players in the
market to provide a more accurate view.
To present the ﬁnal recommendation, PreScouter visualized the insights and data in an
executive summary.

Results:
PreScouter delivered a report of 100+ pages to the Client containing summaries of the market
studies of 7 countries, from which one country was selected as the target market. PreScouter
then studied 5 cities in the target market and identiﬁed 23 major players, which were listed
along with key information such as location, number of users, and description of the company.
With the information collected, PreScouter did an in-depth analysis and presented the key
insights about the market size, trending, segmentation, competition landscape, and
recommendations for the Client’s next step. Additionally, opportunities among target customers
and business models as well as threats from key players were analyzed and presented to the
Client.

This project saved the Client 6-12 months of internal study time and
identiﬁed platforms that they were previously unaware of.
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Clients Rely On Prescouter For
COMPETITIVE
INTELLIGENCE

TRENDS MAPPING

ACQUIRE NON-PUBLIC
INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY &
PATENT LANDSCAPING

REVIEW BEST
PRACTICES

SUPPLIER OUTREACH &
ANALYSIS

TECHNOLOGY
ROADMAPPING

PATENT
COMMERCIALIZATION
STRATEGY

CONSULT WITH
INDUSTRY SUBJECT
MATTER EXPERTS

MARKET RESEARCH &
ANALYSIS

DATA ANALYSIS &
RECOMMENDATIONS

INTERVIEWING
COMPANIES & EXPERTS

Explore how PreScouter can help solve your innovation challenges.
Contact us here or email us at solutions@prescouter.com directly.

500+

CLIENTS
WORLDWIDE

4000+

RESEARCH
REPORTS CREATED

150,000+

HOURS OF RESEARCH
COMPLETED FOR CLIENTS
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